
To Members of the Association and Others on the Mail List
Update on the progress of King Street

Remaining Questions on Design
Communications with Town Officials



The stone wall structure encroachment has been removed from the other side of this driveway May 3, 2010 
with the exception of these concrete blocks which presumably will be removed. Residents were informed that 
a curb will replace the perimeter of the former wall to define the property line and the travel way, with grass 
inside allowing pedestrian access once prevented by the stone structure.  



A buried course of old stone remains in the right of way. It is expected that this will be removed and replaced 
with “slip form” curb for consistency with the rest of the design on the other side of the road and other side of 
the motel office driveway.



Stone wall remains in the right of way (red line is approximate property line).  One course of stone was 
removed today.  Residents informed by Councilor Rancourt the wall would be reduced TO one course, not BY
one course. The Town Manager disagreed. Removing one additional course would still provide the “curb” 
height” needed (yellow) while removing the unnecessary stones.  Even better, town has been urged to replace 
the stones with cement curbing in the right of way.  



May 3, 2010: Town contractors attaching old motel electrical conduit from motel buildings to new conduit 
buried in the right of way, then redirecting it back to private motel property. Red lines are approximate property 
lines. Obviously this is another encroachment, even underground, and presumably will be removed. 



The pavement was cut precisely on the property line 
along the motel’s parking (Depot St.).  The Cement 
Drive installed on the right of way should be cut back 
to the property line also, or perhaps even a bit more 
to provide the owners with the ability to bury 
underground electrical conduit on their property after 
it is removed from the right of way.

Red line is approximate property line.

Right of Way. Remove Cement, 
Pave to correct drainage












